### LABORATORY PUBLICATION LIST

Last update: 09 January 2017

*Reprints of journal articles, book chapters, and some tests not already on the website are available on request by e-mailing the laboratory*

#### I. BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IA. PUBLISHED BOOKS (ALSO INCLUDED IN “SECTION V: ARTICLES, CHAPTERS AND BOOKS”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### IB. SELF-PUBLISHED EDITIONS OF TEXTBOOKS: CLASSROOM TEST EDITIONS, POST-PUBLICATION REVISIONS AND OTHER VERSIONS OF BOOKS


## II. TESTS AND TEST MANUALS

### IIA. VERSIONS IN GENERAL DISTRIBUTION


### IIB. INTERIM EDITIONS, RESEARCH EDITIONS AND TECHNICAL REPORTS


### III. JOURNAL ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND BOOKS


Mayer, J. D. (2014, March 3rd). Are they all faking it? Behind the scenes at the Oscars. What’s happening inside the minds of people who pretend, when we think we’re seeing real faces? Science knows! SALON.COM Retrieved from http://www.salon.com/2014/03/03/are_they_all_faking_it_behind_the_scenes_at_the_oscars/


VI. ACADEMIC WEB SITES

“Emotional Intelligence Information.” Website devoted to the dissemination of information about emotional intelligence. Address: [www.unh.edu/emotional_intelligence](http://www.unh.edu/emotional_intelligence).

“Personal Intelligence Information.” Website devoted to the dissemination of information about personal intelligence. Address: [www.personalintelligence.info](http://www.personalintelligence.info)

“Personality laboratory at UNH.” Website describing the activities of our laboratory. Address: [www.unh.edu/personalitylab](http://www.unh.edu/personalitylab)

VII. WEB BLOG


*The Personality Analyst* is now indexed in the *ACI Scholarly Blog Index* and is available through OCLC WorldCat and ProQuest Summon. See [http://scholar.acindex.com/](http://scholar.acindex.com/)

The *Personality Analyst* blog explores ideas related to the topics of personal intelligence and personality psychology more generally. Recent subjects include (a) personal intelligence, (b) judging others, and (c) personality psychology in general. Recently, the column has appeared weekly or every two weeks on Tuesday evenings. Each post is approximately 500-1000 words in length, with scholarly notes listed at the conclusion. The five most widely read posts are:

“How high is your personal intelligence?” 2014, April 22nd
“Three levels of knowing a person” 2014, November 8th
“What emotional intelligence is and is not” 2011, September 21st
“Does culture influence how we judge personality?” 2009, April 5th
“Why did people change in the axial age?” 2009, June 15th, 2009